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Don't be afraid to mix fabrics, shapes, colors 
and sizes. Refer to your inspiration photo, 
make a list and do it. Photos courtesy 
Couture Chateau llc 

This month stylish suburbanites all over Lamorinda 
are looking at their tired family rooms, bedrooms 
and other spaces, and wondering what they can do 
to bring some beauty and love into their homes 
without breaking the bank. 

 I have a time-honored strategy involving 
gathering and arranging pillows and accessories 
when clients want a refresh without a complete 
remodel. This is how I teach my design assistants 
to create beautifully layered spaces. There are 
many who think decorating and design are out of 
their natural bent, but let me assure you, there are 
ways even the most non-aesthetic of the family 
bunch can bring style into a dated room. 

 The truth is I have a very simple three-
pronged strategy to make spaces look layered and 
more expensive. You can do this! When spaces are 
highly matched, they provide less movement for 
real life. While I love a gorgeous hotel suite, the 
bland match and lack of layers, even in textures 
can prove boring. Who wants a boring spring 
home? Not me! I also need spaces that work for 
real people sitting and sleeping in real bedrooms. 
That means if one pillow gets moved, it can't mean 
disaster for the design. This strategy helps 
tremendously with movement. 

 First, we find a layered and expensive looking 
inspiration photo. These inspiration photos are 
typically not designed spaces, but rather live floral 
arrangements or natural landscapes, where layers 
are expressed differently than in decorating shots. 
This keeps us from shopping a look and equips 
design assistants and clients with the ability to 
generate their unique look while developing their 

design eye. 
 Second, we set a budget. Trust me, even billionaires have budgets. Typical pillow costs at local 

discount home stores range from $25 to $60, plus tax. For three pillows, you can reasonably set a 
$100 budget, for five pillows consider $200 so you can purchase a show stopper and for larger 
more luxurious spaces, think about $300 and up. The same is true of accessories. 

 Third, we shop with and from lists. Don't be fooled. Most designers and decorators who head 
out for free-fall inspiration do just that and waste a ton of time and money doing it. You don't walk 
into a sports store, throw out your hands and declare, "Inspire me!" without knowing what sports 
equipment you need. Why on earth would you do that for your home? Lists, inspiration, and 
budgets protect you. 

 Now that you have that three-pronged strategy at hand, here's how to create expensive and 
fresh updates using pillows and accessories. Use this in your family rooms, bedrooms, even rental 
properties (our example) and kid's apartments. 

 1) Get comfortable with odd numbers. I have dear clients who are very symmetrical in nature, 
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but even a pair of something can use an anchor in the middle. If you have two candlesticks on the 
fireplace, add something simple in the middle and create an odd number on the mantle. 

 2) Work the pattern mix. In our Tahoe rental example, we have floral, applique, geometric, 
striped and solid pillows. If you went out without a list or inspiration photo, it is highly unlikely you 
would put all those pillows into your cart. When you shop from a nature-inspired photo, however, 
and pull each item with reference to the photo alone (not your design thoughts), you get home with 
a glorious mix that works.  

 3) Shop the color wheel. We constantly talk about undertones (see previous articles in the 
Lamorinda Weekly online archives for more about this). You can mix rusts, reds, blues, greens and 
shades of white because their undertones are similar. 

 4) Develop a feel for textures. Don't be afraid to use a sweater type pillow in your spring 
decor. Mix it with wool, linen, cotton and applique for an expensive looking grouping. By 
consistently going back to our inspiration photo, we were comfortable picking up a nubby linen solid 
blue with applique (similar to the thistle) and mixing it with the white cable sweater pillow (similar 
to the flower petals). 

 5) Mix shapes and sizes. You can incorporate everything from oblong to oversized. Play with 
the arrangements and have some fun. The best part? When people sit and move pillows, it's OK! 
There is no 'perfect' arrangement. Like people at a dinner party, it's the mix that makes the fun. 

 As a final note, if your room has a winter bent, gather your floral from a spring color and 
match strongly. We used a yellow stripe in Hudson Bay Blankets at a rental cabin in Lake Tahoe and 
added a striking simple floral in the same yellow. 

 Have a great time shopping, stylish suburbanites, and do let me know how it goes! Share with 
friends and shop with flair.  

 Blessings this April. 
 

This is a great example of an inspiration photo. It has color variation: blues, greens, whites, 
yellows; texture variation: flat tablecloth, petals, rougher greenery, thistles; and scale variation: 
flowers. 

Make a list, and stick to it. 
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When you have a darker space or winter feel and need the update for spring, after you switch out 
pillows and accessories, bring your floral arrangements up to date, too. Don't forget the details. 
Here we pulled in the spring color yellow and did a simple but strong floral to match. 

Ann McDonald, IIDA, NAPO, is the Founder/CEO of Couture Chateau, a luxury interior design firm in 
Orinda. For a complete blog post including other design ideas, visit www.couturechateau.com/blog 
 
Reach the reporter at: info@lamorindaweekly.com
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